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Abstract: Existing research on integrated innovation primarily focuses on the integration of prod-
uct functions or technologies in the engineering field, with limited exploration of cross-domain
integration of biological knowledge. Various organisms exhibit various advantageous biological
characteristics, and the multi-biological knowledge embedded within these characteristics can inspire
designers to implement product integrated innovation. Biologically Inspired Design (BID) is a method
that seeks inspiration from nature to achieve innovation in the engineering field. However, existing
BID processes mainly apply the features of a single biological prototype. Against this background,
this paper emphasizes how to achieve cross-domain integrated innovation through multi-biological
knowledge. First, a method for generating integrated innovation ideas is proposed, achieved through
obtaining biological prototypes and analyzing biological performance. Second, by obtaining the
principal solution through the three mapping methods of biological effects, behaviors, and structures,
a method for building the conceptual structure of integrated innovation is proposed. Finally, in
conjunction with the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ), a product-integrated innovation
design process model based on biological inspiration is constructed. The method is validated with an
example of a six-legged firefighting robot.

Keywords: integrated innovation; biologically inspired design; conceptual design; TRIZ

1. Introduction

With the shortening of product life cycles and the increase in market uncertainty, rapid
identification and resolution of product problems can help companies gain advantageous
positions in the market. Integrated innovation is the process of effectively integrating
various elements in the product design process based on existing resources and developing
new products that meet the needs of users [1]. Current research on integrated innovation
mainly focuses on the integration of functions or technologies of products in the engineering
field. Knowledge in the biological field can provide designers with innovation inspiration.
By fully leveraging advantageous biological characteristics and integrating the biological
knowledge embedded in these characteristics into products, it is possible to create new
products that satisfy user needs. However, there is currently less research on applying
biological knowledge to achieve the cross-domain integrated innovation of products.

Biologically Inspired Design (BID) is a method that applies biological knowledge to
achieve innovation [2]. This method advocates seeking inspiration and potential solutions
from the biological field to solve design problems in the engineering field [3–5]. In the
process of BID, some scholars have employed bio-inspired topology optimization meth-
ods to achieve specific functionalities and enhance system compactness and structural
compliance of robots, aiming for optimal designs [6,7]. In nature, the multi-biological
knowledge possessed by different organisms can provide inspiration for designers to carry
out product-integrated innovation. However, the current BID process focuses on applying
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the feature of a single biological prototype, and there is a need to seek an innovative design
approach that integrates multi-biological features to solve the design problem of a product.

In summary, this paper draws on biological coupling theory to study the mecha-
nism of product-integrated innovation based on biological inspiration. The study uses the
Asknature biological knowledge base to search and perform a similarity analysis to obtain
similar biological prototypes. Through the evaluation of the advantageous performance of
biological prototypes and the judgment of the contribution degree of biological features, an
integrated innovation idea generation method based on biological inspiration is proposed.
By obtaining principal solutions through three mapping methods of biological effects, bio-
logical behaviors, and biological structures, an integrated innovation conceptual structure
construction method based on biological feature mapping is proposed. Subsequently, a
product-integrated innovation design method based on biological inspiration is generated.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces the development
status of BID and integrated innovation. Section 3 introduces the proposed method and
product-integrated innovation design process, including the generation of innovative ideas
and the construction of product concept structures. Section 4 uses a six-legged firefighting
robot as an example to validate the proposed method.

2. Related Research
2.1. Integrated Innovation

The concept of Integrated Innovation originates from the innovation theory proposed
by Schumpeter [8]. Schumpeter proposed that innovation involves the “establishment
of a new production function”, essentially implying a novel combination of factors and
conditions of production. Integrated innovation during the product design process can
effectively amalgamate various innovative elements to optimize the product. Researchers
have studied integrated innovation from different perspectives.

From the perspective of product technology, Liu et al. [9] defined technology hybridiza-
tion as the process of recombining technological bases to achieve integration between prod-
uct technology properties. They validated this using an example of a traditional Chinese
medicine dropping pills defatting machine. Zhang [10] divided the product innovation of
technology integration into three stages: technology development, technology integration,
and productization. This work suggests that the process of achieving product innovation
through technology integration is a dynamic and cyclical evolution.

From the perspective of product function, Teng [11] studied the method of functional
integration and analyzed the fire rescue drone, proposing the design process of an in-
telligent fire rescue drone based on function integration. Through functional analysis
and the integration of functional elements, the fire rescue drone achieved functions such
as automatic startup, quick charging, and smart capabilities. Chen [12] researched the
theory and characteristics of integrated innovation and designed the urban main battle
fire truck with integrated innovation, which realized the innovation in the whole vehicle
shape, control system, and human–machine interaction. Klaiber et al. [13] described four
generic strategies of functional integration derived gradually from differential designs.
This study used different strategies to generate solutions in a systematic way. Moreover,
these strategies were proposed to save weight, cost, and time for assembly and gain more
installation space. Furthermore, scholars have investigated functional integration from
several aspects including function fusion, function sharing, and function combination. In
the aspect of function fusion, Ding [14] executed a design of function fusion for the fan
mechanism and the body structure of a street sweeper truck. After optimization, finite
element analysis and modal analysis were performed on the updated structure. The re-
sult was a lighter overall vehicle weight, while the performance requirements were still
satisfied. Based on the function-oriented search for obtaining knowledge from multiple
domains, Liu [15] established a functional design model rooted in the fusion of multi-
domain knowledge, which was then employed for function fusion design and structure
fusion design. Further, leveraging multi-domain knowledge fusion, Liu proposed a global
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idealized design method. When this method was applied to the design of an emergency
cup that could desalinate seawater, a highly idealized product solution was achieved.
In relation to function sharing, Kalyanasundaram et al. [16] proposed a function-based
product integration approach. A function-sharing matrix and a component-sharing ma-
trix were created based on the reconfigurable principle to identify the shared functions
and components of two products. After that, a new product was obtained by combining
the functional structure of the integrated product. The approach focused on assessing
the feasibility of integrating two existing single-state products to produce a new recon-
figurable or multifunctional product. Frohlic et al. [17] proposed a design method for
multi-functional products, which can achieve different functions through a single structure.
In terms of function combination, Liu et al. [18] analyzed the evolution process of product
functional systems and proposed that implementing function combination must satisfy
two principles: function complementarity and technology sharing. They established a
model for the product-integrated innovation design process based on function combination
and the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ). The feasibility of this model was
verified through an innovative design instance that integrated straighteners and curlers
into one product. Jiang et al. [19] presented the establishment of a functional combination
matrix to innovatively form various products and enrich the product system through the
combination and collocation of functions. Cao et al. [20] proposed a design process for func-
tion combination. They analyzed the combination relationship between each sub-function
by decomposing the function of the product technology system and selected a function
combination solution according to the market demand. Lu et al. [21] proposed a method
for product function combination based on the functional structure and design matrix. This
approach integrates multiple product functions into a single product.

From a biological perspective, Hou et al. [22] summarized different function combina-
tion patterns including, chain-like, tree-like, and cyclic based on multi-biological effects,
and proposed a product design method based on function combination. This method was
used to design a tent that could collect fresh water. Liu et al. [23] drew on the concept of
biological gene recombination to research a product gene model suitable for product func-
tion hybridization, as well as a product gene recombination method, and then established
a product functional hybridization design process model.

Most existing research on integrated innovation primarily generates integrated ideas
by leveraging knowledge from the engineering field, with a focus on the integration of
functions or technologies within products. Organisms have excellent biological features
after hundreds of millions of years of evolutionary history. By introducing these biological
features into product design and integrating them with the product, this approach has the
potential to improve existing systems to form new products. It also provides new ideas and
directions for solving complex design problems. However, fewer studies are available on
the application of biological knowledge to achieve the cross-domain integration of products.

2.2. Biologically Inspired Design

An analogy, a cognitive process rooted in the similarity between two objects, facilitates
the transfer of knowledge from the source to the target, thereby effectively guiding and
nurturing creative potential [24]. Analogical design is a method that applies analogical
thinking to product design. Moreno [25] argued that analogical design is a process that
assists designers in identifying relevant cases, scenarios, and experiences to solve prob-
lems. Liu [26] suggested that research on analogical design has mainly focused on three
aspects: the representation of analogical knowledge, retrieval of design analogies, and
the transfer of analogical knowledge. Broadly speaking, analogical design can be divided
into intra-domain analogical design and cross-domain analogical design [27]. In cross-
domain analogical design, where the source of the analogy and the design target originate
from different fields, innovation efficiency can be significantly enhanced, and the level of
innovation elevated [28,29].
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BID represents a method of cross-domain analogical design, stressing the emphasis
on innovative design over mere imitation and replication of biological phenomena [30].
Existing research categorizes BID into two types: single-source analogy and multi-source
compound analogy. Single-source analogy generates solutions based on a single biological
prototype, while multi-source composite analogy generates solutions based on multiple
biological prototypes.

In terms of single-source analogy, Wang [31] combined bionics with reconfiguration
design and established a product innovation design process model. The biological proto-
type with the highest similarity was selected, and through a transformation model, the
features of the biological prototype (including function, strategy, behavior, and structure)
were transferred layer by layer to the product technology system. This process enhances the
practicality and applicability of the design method. Liu [32] proposed a biological coupled
function extension tree model, leveraging extenics and coupled bionics. The biological
coupling elements were transferred by calculating their contribution, and the cicada wing
with the highest similarity was used as a bionic example to solve some problems with the
radiation well horizontal drilling machine. This underscores the practical effectiveness of
applying biological prototypes to engineering problem-solving. Ji [33] mapped from the
functional level to transfer the biological problem solution to the engineering field, and the
problem of the poor portability of helmets was solved using an armadillo shell structure as
an example. This method highlights the process of transforming biological features into
practical product advantages. Liu [34] used bionics, extenics, and BioTRIZ for product
innovation design, creating an extension model for the product and the biological prototype
with the greatest similarity to the product. The transfer of coupled elements was carried out
through conflict matrix resolution and the importance judgement of biological coupled ele-
ments. This approach emphasizes the importance of integrating multidisciplinary methods
in product innovation. Chen et al. [35] selected the biological prototype with the highest
similarity to the product as the biomimetic object. Utilizing the biological system database,
the product system database, and the collaborative middleware database, they mapped the
technology system from four levels of the biological system (function, principle, action, and
structure). By integrating the inherent relationships across various levels of the technology
system, they were able to derive product solutions. This study highlights the inspiration of
integrating information from multiple sources in the design process. Liu et al. [36] utilized
multi-biological effects for functional problem-solving. Through the effect transformation
method of biological prototypes, they rapidly converted the biological prototype with the
highest similarity into a product that met market demand, highlighting the potential of
single-source analogy in enhancing product functionality.

In terms of multi-source compound analogy, Goel [37] provided a process description
for compound analogy design, utilizing the analysis of various BID process instances.
In the process of problem-solving, if the problem can be decomposed, the problem can
be divided into sub-problems. Assuming the problem decomposes along the function,
the designers identified similar biological instances by searching for each sub-function,
thereby obtaining a solution for each sub-function. These solutions were then combined
to generate an overall engineering solution. When the problem is not decomposable, a
solution is directly formulated by searching for biological instances that resemble the
problem itself. Liu et al. [38] performed feature clustering for the main functions of the
target product. The corresponding multi-biological effects were obtained by retrieving
each feature term, and the optimal biological effect was selected for the solution of the
product problem to obtain the technical solution. Hou [39] proposed a breakthrough
innovation design approach based on multi-biological effects. The general function of
the product was decomposed to the functional element, and the functional elements were
searched in the multi-biological effect knowledge base to obtain corresponding biological
prototypes and multi-biological effect principal diagrams. Finally, the principal solution
of the product was obtained through screening and combination. This approach utilizes
multiple biological effects to deconstruct product functions, search for biological prototypes,
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and combine them to drive breakthrough innovation in product design. Liu et al. [40]
proposed a bionic design strategy based on the function combination. They combined the
new functions generated by various bionic design methods with each other to enhance the
quality of the product. This highlights the substantial influence of multi-source compound
analogies on function innovation. Bhasin et al. [41] introduced a tool for BID, termed as
the Reduced Function-Means (RF-M) tree. The RF-M tree could illustrate the interactions
among functions, behaviors, and structures in biological systems. They also proposed a
problem-driven BID method. This method combined RF-M trees from multiple biological
prototypes to achieve function sharing. This study provides a robust method for supporting
problem-driven biomimetic design.

BID introduces novel solutions to product design by leveraging cross-domain knowl-
edge analogies. In the BID process, most designers use a single biological prototype feature
with the highest similarity for analogical transfer when solving sub-functions or functional
elements. However, reliance on a single biological prototype may fail to fully exploit the
diversity of organisms, which could lead to unresolved design issues, or the solution put
forth by the single biological prototype might not represent the optimal choice.

2.3. Summary of the Literature Review

In summary, BID applies biological knowledge to address engineering challenges,
whereas integrated innovation amalgamates solutions from various fields to foster innova-
tion. By intertwining BID with integrated innovation, cross-domain knowledge can be uti-
lized to rectify product issues, consequently enhancing product performance. Additionally,
this amalgamation can further optimize resource utilization, fostering the development of
more innovative products. The focal point of this article lies in implementing cross-domain
integrated innovation through the application of multi-biological knowledge. Specifically,
the generation of integrated innovative concepts and the establishment of an integrated
innovation conceptual framework are paramount to the entire innovation design process.

3. Proposed Methods
3.1. Integrated Innovation Mechanism Based on Biological Inspiration
3.1.1. Acquire Problem Performance of Products Based on Root Cause Analysis

A product, as a technological system, exhibits specific performance. Performance is
characterized by the technical attributes of the system during function implementation [42,43],
stemming from functional objects, functional carriers, or their interactions. The perfor-
mance of the product influences customer satisfaction. In this study, the term ‘problem
performance’ is used to describe the aspect of a product’s performance that fails to meet
user needs.

Using the problem performance of a product as a bridge for analogical design, it
is essential to seek biological prototypes in the biological field that have advantageous
performance opposite to the problem performance. The advantageous features inherent
to the biological prototype are transferred to the engineering domain to solve problem
functional elements. Identifying the problem performance of the product allows designers
to gain a precise understanding of the issue, serving as the foundation for obtaining the
appropriate biological prototype.

In this study, root cause analysis tools were employed to identify the components
causing the issue and their corresponding problem attributes, thus leading to the identifica-
tion of the problem performance of the product. Problem attributes comprise the intrinsic
attributes and the variable characteristics of components or supersystems [44]. The process
of identifying the problem performance of the product is illustrated in Figure 1.
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3.1.2. Biological Coupling Analysis

Through extended evolutionary processes, organisms have refined their capacity to
adapt to environmental changes. They exhibit outstanding biological characteristics that
enable the achievement of functional elements akin to those of the product, thus displaying
advantageous performance [45]. The advantageous performance exhibited by biological
prototypes is a result of their unique biological features. For example, black thick-tail scorpi-
ons live in desert environments and have evolved unique biological features enabling them
to resist erosion from wind-blown sand [46], thereby exhibiting advantageous anti-erosion
performance. Different biological prototypes display varying degrees of advantageous per-
formance while accomplishing the same function. Additionally, the impact of the biological
features on actualizing the advantageous performance of the biological prototype varies.
The extent of this impact depends on the degree of contribution of the biological features
toward achieving that function.

The realization of biological functions is seldom accomplished by a single part of an
organism or a single factor but is the result of the synergistic interaction of two or more
different parts of an organism or the coupling of different factors, and this coupling phe-
nomenon is prevalent in biology [47], as shown in Figure 2. Biological coupling elements are
various factors that contribute to biological functions and are the basic units that constitute
biological coupling [48]. This study employs the biological coupling analysis method to
examine the biological features inherent in biological prototypes that display advantageous
performance and assess the degree of contribution of biological features. These biologi-
cal features encompass biological effects, behaviors, and structures (including structural
distribution, morphology, constituent materials, and inter-structural relationships).
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3.1.3. Integrated Innovation Mechanism Based on Multi-Biological Knowledge Inspiration

The integrated innovation mechanism inspired by multi-biological knowledge is an
innovation process that integrates multi-biological features with products. This process
commences with the existing issues of the product, selects advantageous biological fea-
tures via acquiring biological prototypes and analyzing biological performance, and then
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integrates the selected multi-biological features into the product to form a new product. Its
implementation principle is shown in Figure 3, and the specific process is as follows.
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First, the process starts with the problems of the product. Problem functional elements
and their attributes are identified through root cause analysis, culminating in the discern-
ment of the product’s problem performance. Utilizing the biological knowledge base
to search for the problem function element, multiple biological prototypes are obtained.
Subsequently, the degree of advantageous performance displayed by these biological
prototypes is assessed. The biological features inherent to the prototypes that display ad-
vantageous performance, along with the contribution of these features, are analyzed using
the biological coupling analysis method. Furthermore, the extent to which the biological
features influence the advantageous performance is analyzed. If the features possessed
by different biological prototypes exhibiting advantageous performance belong to the
same category—for example, if they all belong to the morphological category—then the
value of the degree of influence of this feature on the advantageous performance of these
biological prototypes, i.e., the advantageous performance impact value, is not necessarily
the same. The higher the value of the biological feature, the more effective it is for solving
the problems of the product and has the potential to further improve the performance of the
product. Ultimately, the biological feature in each category with the highest advantageous
performance impact value is selected and integrated with the product to solve the problem
functional element.
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3.2. Method of Generating Integrated Innovation Ideas Based on Biological Inspiration
3.2.1. Acquire Similar Biological Prototypes

Functional similarities exist between the biological prototype and the product. Upon
identifying the problem functional element through root cause analysis, this paper utilized
the Asknature biological knowledge base to search for related functions and thus acquire
biological prototypes. Based on this, a similarity analysis was conducted for the biological
prototypes. The similarity between the biological prototypes and the product was catego-
rized into three levels: level I, level II, and level III, where level I represents the highest
level of similarity, as shown in Table 1. The impact on the product varies when integrating
the biological features, depending on the level of similarity.

Table 1. Similarity classification.

Similarity Level Specific Interpretation

Level I Similar function, different effects, behaviors, and structures
Level II Similar function, same effect, different behaviors and structures
Level III Similar function, same effect, similar behavior, different structures

The similarity of the functional elements and the similarity of the behavioral elements
were evaluated by calculating the similarity values of the similar elements. Here, the similar
element is represented as ui, and the similarity value is determined by calculating Sim(ui),
as shown in Equation (1), where ωj denotes the weight of the evaluation index, and Gra(kj)
is the similarity value between two similar indexes. The calculation formula for Gra(kj)
is shown in Equation (2), where v ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . ., 0.9}. Elements are considered similar if
Sim(ui) ≥ 0.6.

Sim(ui) =
9
∑

j=1
ω jGra(k j)(i =1∼ l) (1)

Gra
(
k j
)
=


1 The content of similar indicators is same
v The content of similar indicators is similar
0 The content of similar indicators is different

(j= 1 ∼ 9) (2)

The similar functional element is represented as ui(Fp, Fbi), evaluated through 10 indi-
cators: functional carrier, action, functional object, input energy, input substance, input
signal, output energy, output substance, output signal, and environment. The weight at-
tributed to each indicator is represented by ωA, where, ωA = {ω1,. . .,ωi,. . .,ω10}. The similar
behavior element is represented as ui(Bp, Bbi), evaluated through 8 indicators: dominant
object, actuated object, action, accepting object, pre-dominance state and post-dominance
state of the dominant object, and pre-acceptance state and post-acceptance state of the
accepting object. The weight assigned to each of these indicators is represented by ωB,
where ωB = {ω1,. . .,ωi,. . .,ω8}.

In order to better integrate this method into industrial design, this paper provided the
fundamental factors for evaluating the similarity values of functional similarity indicators,
as shown in Table 2, as well as the fundamental factors for evaluating the similarity values
of behavioral similarity indicators, as shown in Table 3. When applying this method to
industrial design, it is crucial to ensure that the data are standardized and normalized
initially. This enhances comparability among different data sets, making weight calcula-
tions more accurate and rational. Furthermore, during the early stages of design, models
or simulations can be employed to validate the results of similarity assessments. By fab-
ricating design prototypes or testing them within virtual environments, the accuracy of
evaluation data can be verified, and necessary adjustments made. Additionally, close col-
laboration with domain experts is essential to ensure the validity and practical applicability
of assessment data.
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Table 2. Fundamental factors for evaluating the similarity values of functional similarity indicators.

Similarity Indicator Fundamental Factor

Functional carrier Carrier shape, carrier structure, carrier material, carrier physical characteristics, etc.

Action Types of action, effectiveness of action, efficiency in generating action, precision of
action, etc.

Functional object Characteristics of the functional object, scope of applicability, etc.

Input energy Types of energy requirements, energy consumption analysis, etc.

Input substance Comparison of substance requirements, types of substances, proportion of substance
composition, etc.

Input signal Signal control method, signal compatibility, signal input mode, signal control
characteristics, etc.

Output energy Types of energy output, energy output efficiency, energy output level, etc.

Output substance Types of products, composition of products, characteristics of products, etc.

Output signal Types of signals, signal strength, signal matching degree, etc.

Environment Temperature, humidity, air composition, geological characteristics, etc.

Table 3. Fundamental factors for evaluating the similarity values of behavioral similarity indicators.

Similarity Indicator Fundamental Factor

Dominant object
The types and characteristics of objects (shape, size, etc.), the ability and features to
control or perform tasks, and the similarity of control methods (utilizing muscles,

electronic components, etc.).

Actuated object
The types and characteristics of objects, the initiation method of behavior (muscle

contraction, electronic signals, etc.), and the relative position and relationship of the
acting objects.

Action The types of actions (movement, deformation, transmission, etc.), the speed, precision,
and fluidity of actions, and the complexity and adaptability of actions.

Accepting object The types and characteristics of the accepting object, the sensitivity of the accepting
object to external influences, and the position and relationship of the accepting object.

Pre-dominance state of dominant object The state characteristics of the dominant object (position, shape, etc.), the preparatory
state and conditions before behavior execution.

Post-dominance state of dominant object The state characteristics of the dominant object (position, shape, etc.), changes and
effects after behavior execution.

Pre-acceptance state of accepting object The state characteristics of the accepting object (position, shape, etc.), the state and
conditions before behavior execution.

Post-acceptance state of accepting object The state characteristics of the accepting object (position, shape, etc.), changes and
effects after behavior execution.

3.2.2. Method of Generating Integrated Innovation Ideas Based on Biological
Performance Analysis

1. Evaluate advantageous performance of biological prototypes

Various biological prototypes exhibit different degrees of advantageous performance
in performing the same function. The advantageous performance of a biological prototype
is influenced by the intrinsic attributes of the functional carrier, action, and functional
object. An advantageous performance value evaluation index based on these attributes
was established, as shown in Table 4. Performance values have been categorized into five
ascending levels: 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9.
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Table 4. Advantageous performance value evaluation index based on attributes.

Influence Factor Advantageous Performance Evaluation Indicator Performance Value

Functional carrier Intrinsic attributes of functional carrier (diameter, number, etc.)
Intrinsic attributes of functional object (diameter, number, etc.) 5 grades

Action

Environmental attributes (humidity, temperature, pressure, etc.)
Variable characteristics of functional carrier (adsorption, pressure, state, etc.)
Variable characteristics of functional object (adsorption, pressure, state, etc.)

Behavioral attributes (behavioral state, speed, time, etc.)

5 grades

Functional object Intrinsic attributes of functional object (diameter, number, etc.) 5 grades

2. Judge the contribution degree of biological features

The advantageous performance exhibited by an organism when carrying out a function
is the result of multi-biological features working in concert. However, the contribution of
each biological feature toward realizing that function varies. Determining the contribution
degree of biological features is a prerequisite for calculating the advantageous performance
impact value. In this study, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [49,50] was employed to
determine the contribution degree of biological features, and the steps are as follows:

Step 1: Establish the set X = {x1, x2,. . .xn} of each biological feature that contributes to
the realization of the function of the biological prototype, where n denotes the number of
biological features.

Step 2: Analyze the biological features and list the judgment matrix A. The element xij
in matrix A indicates the importance degree of biological feature xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) relative to
biological feature xj (1≤ j≤ n). Its value ranges from 1 to 9. xij is assigned a value depending
on the varying degrees of importance, with the value increasing as the importance difference
between two biological features grows. Here, 1 indicates that two biological features share
equal importance, while 9 signifies that one biological feature is of extreme importance
relative to the other. If the biological feature xi is compared with xj to get xij, then the
biological feature xj is compared with xi to obtain xji = 1/xij.

Step 3: Compute the maximum eigenvalue λmax of matrix A and its corresponding
eigenvector G and perform a consistency check. Normalize the eigenvector to obtain the
contribution value of the biological features. The steps for consistency check are as follows:

1. Calculate the consistency index (CI), as shown in Equation (3).

CI =
λmax − n

n− 1
(3)

where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of the judgment matrix and n is the order of the
judgment matrix.

2. The mean random consistency index (RI) is obtained by looking up the table. The
values of the 1~10 order judgment matrices are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Mean random consistency index.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

RI 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.89 1.12 1.24 1.36 1.41 1.46 1.49

3. Calculate the consistency ratio (CR), as shown in Equation (4).

CR =
CI
RI

(4)

When CR < 0.1, it is generally believed that the consistency of the judgment matrix is
acceptable; otherwise, the judgment matrix should be appropriately corrected.
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3. Generate integrated ideas

After assessing the advantageous performance of the biological prototype and apprais-
ing the contribution degree of its features, the advantageous performance impact value of
the biological features was calculated. This study then integrated the biological features
from different prototypes, which possess the highest advantageous performance impact
value in each type of feature, to form the integration idea. The specific steps are as follows:

Step 1: Utilizing the root cause analysis tool, the current product issues were analyzed
to determine the root causes. After identifying the root causes, this study analyzed the
problem performance when the product accomplishes its functional elements. The problem
performance may be caused by a functional carrier, action, or functional object.

Step 2: Assess the advantageous performance of the biological prototype. Each
biological prototype exhibits advantageous performance in achieving similar functions as
opposed to problem performance, and the degree of advantageous performance differs
among prototypes. The advantageous performance caused by the functional carrier, action
or functional object of the biological prototype, was scored according to Table 2.

Step 3: Analyze the biological features that the biological prototype possesses when
exhibiting advantageous performance in implementing similar functions. Make judgments
on the contribution degree of these features and establish a score table for the contribution
degree of biological features.

Step 4: Establish a score table for the advantageous performance impact value of the
biological features. The advantageous performance impact value of the biological feature is
denoted as Vi, the advantageous performance value of the biological prototype is denoted
as Vp, and the contribution degree of the biological feature is denoted as Dc. Calculate the
Vi, as shown in Equation (5).

Vi = Vp × Dc (5)

Step 5: Generate integration ideas. For a single problem functional element, the
integratable biological features from biological prototypes exhibit variability across different
similarity levels. The difference between similarity level I and the other two levels resides
in the effect. Therefore, the obtained biological prototypes are classified based on their
effect. Within prototypes with the same effect, the features with the highest advantageous
performance impact value are chosen from each feature category to be integrated with
the product. If the highest level of similarity is I, multiple integrated ideas with different
effects can be generated. If the highest level of similarity is II, multiple integrated ideas
with different behaviors can be generated. If the highest level of similarity is III, multiple
integrated ideas with different structures can be generated. If the root cause corresponds to
multiple problem functional elements, establish a morphological matrix corresponding to
the integrated ideas.

4. Select integrated idea

The practical degree parameter (Pdi) is used to select the integration idea, as shown
in Equation (6). When solving product problems, the higher the overall performance (Poi)
of the product and the smaller the degree of change (Cdi) of the product, the larger the
parameter value and thus the greater the practical degree. In the morphological matrix
corresponding to multiple problem function elements, the integration idea with the highest
value of practical degree parameter in each problem function element is selected to solve
the problem.

Pdi =
Poi
Cdi

(6)

The calculation of the overall performance value of the product is based on the
assumption that the integrated idea can be realized. It is the total score obtained by
adding the advantageous performance impact values of each biological feature in the
integrated idea.

The degree of change of the product is evaluated under the assumption that the
integrated idea can be implemented. It can be divided into five categories: relatively small,
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small, moderate, relatively large, and large, as shown in Table 6. Scores can be assigned
considering three aspects: structure (form, material, and distribution), behavior (direction
of movement), and effect. The greater the degree of change, the higher the score.

Table 6. Scoring table of degree of change.

Degree of Change Level Score

Structure change, behavior and effect unchanged Relatively
small 1

Behavior change, structure and effect unchanged Small 3
Structure and behavior change, effect unchanged Moderate 5

Effect change, other product functions unchanged Relatively
large 7

Effect change, other product functions change Large 9

3.3. Method of Establishing Integrated Innovation Concept Structure Based on Biological
Feature Mapping
3.3.1. The Conversion Process from Integrated Innovation Ideas to Concept Structure

The integrated innovation idea involves integrating biological effects (Eb), biological
behaviors (Bb), or biological structures (Sb) with a product. These biological features
are individually mapped onto the engineering field and subsequently integrated with
the product to build conceptual structure. The transformation process from integrated
innovation idea to concept structure is shown in Figure 4.
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biological feature mapping.

In the obtained integrated innovation ideas, if the element to be integrated is a biologi-
cal effect, the biological effect is mapped to the engineering field to obtain a corresponding
technical effect (Et). Then, the structure in the engineering field corresponding to the
technical effect is identified, thereby forming a principal solution based on the Eb-Et-Se
mapping. If the element to be integrated is a biological behavior, the biological behavior is
mapped to the engineering field to obtain a corresponding engineering behavior (Be). Sub-
sequently, the structure in the engineering field corresponding to the engineering behavior
is identified, thereby generating a principal solution based on the Bb-Be-Se mapping. If the
element to be integrated is a biological structure, the biological structure is mapped to the
engineering field. The engineering structure is found or imitated from the biological struc-
ture, thereby generating a principal solution based on the Sb-Se mapping. The principal
solutions are then gathered to build the conceptual structure.

3.3.2. Acquire Principal Solution Based on Eb-Et-Se Mapping

If the integrated innovation idea includes the integration of biological effects with
the product, the engineering structure can be identified through two methods: inspiration
or search.
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(1) Inspiration. Researchers study the biological structure that implements a function
similar to the problem functional element through the biological effect and seek the
corresponding technical effect of the biological effect in the engineering field. Through
technical effects and biological structures, designers derive inspiration to identify
engineering structures that can achieve similar functions. The process of obtaining
the principal solution through inspiration is shown in Figure 5.

(2) Search. In the engineering field, researchers search for the technical effect correspond-
ing to the biological effect. The technical effect and the problem functional element
are expanded using synonyms, near synonyms, or related words, which form the
search formula “technical effect + function” in the PatSnap patent database. The
obtained patents are clustered and filtered based on design experience to identify
engineering structures. During the clustering and filtering process, several different
patents are obtained. Taking into account that different patents may correspond to
different sub-functions when implementing functions through the same technical
effect. In this regard, a morphological matrix is established to obtain the engineering
structures that realize the sub-functions. The process of obtaining a principal solution
through this search method is shown in Figure 6.
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3.3.3. Acquire Principal Solution Based on Bb-Be-Se Mapping

If the integrated innovation idea includes the integration of biological behaviors with
the product, the engineering structure can be identified through two forms of integration:
behavior sharing and behavior addition. Behavior sharing refers to a single component
that can perform multiple behaviors. It is determined whether there are components in the
product that can perform the behavior to be integrated, and if so, behavior sharing can be
achieved. Behavior addition involves adding the behavior to be integrated to the behavior
chain to solve product problems. The process of obtaining the principal solution based on
Bb-Be-Se mapping is shown in Figure 7, and the specific steps are as follows:
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Step 1: Establish the behavior chain and the behavior-component matrix associated
with the problem functional element.

Step 2: Perform behavior sharing. Determine whether the product component can
share the behavior to be integrated, and if there is a component in the behavior-component
matrix that can implement the behavior, then the sharing is completed.

Step 3: Perform behavior addition. First, establish the behavioral characteristic model
for the behaviors to be integrated, as shown in Figure 8. The dominant object changes
the attribute value of the accepting object through its actions, thereby changing the pre-
acceptance state and post-acceptance state of the accepting object.
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Second, determine the position of the behaviors to be integrated in the behavior chain.
Considering that the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is a mathematical tool for describing
the complex relationships, interdependencies, and constraints among various design factors
(such as design parameters, design activities, etc.) [51], this study established the behavior
association matrix with the help of the DSM. The position of the behavior, which is to be
integrated, within the behavior chain is determined by comparing the consistency between
the pre-dominance and post-dominance status of the dominant object, or the pre-acceptance
and post-acceptance status of the accepting object. The behavior association matrix of the
behavior to be integrated and the n behavior elements in the behavior chain are shown in
Figure 9. In the matrix, Ba represents the behavior to be added, and Bi (i = 1~n) represents
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the behavior elements in the related behavior chain. In the figure, ‘1’ below the diagonal
line indicates a forward contact, ‘1’ above the diagonal line indicates a reverse contact, and
‘blank’ indicates that there is no connection between the behaviors.
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If both positions above and below the diagonal line are ‘blank’, it indicates that the
behaviors are incompatible. If both above and below the diagonal line are ‘1’, it indicates
that the behaviors are coupled. If ‘1’ is below the diagonal line and ‘0’ is above, it indicates
a forward series connection of behaviors, represented as Bi→Ba. If ‘1’ is above the diagonal
line and ‘0’ is below, it indicates a reverse series connection of behaviors, represented as
Ba→Bi. The subsequent step is to assess the compatibility of the behavior. If the behavior
is compatible, components that can implement this behavior in the engineering domain
are sought, followed by an evaluation of component compatibility. If it is not compatible,
auxiliary behaviors are added, or the behavior attribute values are modified.

3.3.4. Acquire Principal Solution Based on Sb-Se Mapping

If the integrated innovation idea includes the integration of biological structures with
the product, the principal solutions are procured through structural integration. Structural
integration refers to the transference of features such as the morphology, structure, color,
and material of biology to the engineering field and then integrated with the product. The
process of procuring principal solutions based on Sb-Se mapping is shown in Table 7.

Table 7. The process of obtaining the principal solution based on Sb-Se mapping.

Feature Attribute Steps of Integration

Biological morphology
Point, line, surface,
solid, angle, radian,

groove, protrusion, etc.

1© Extract attributes of the biological morphology.
2© Judge the degree of matching between the feature and the product.
3© Consider the complexity of the process.
4© When the process is not complex, integrate the feature; when the process is

complex, improve and then integrate the feature.

Biological color Hue, saturation,
transparency, etc.

1© Extract attributes of the biological color.
2© Judge whether the color has a negative impact on the product or consumer

visual perception (color feedback, symbolic meaning).
3© Consider the complexity of color painting and color matching.
4© When the process is not complex, integrate the feature; when the process is

complex, improve and then integrate the feature.

Biological structure
Stability, compactness,

solidity/hollow,
homogeneity, etc.

1© Extract attributes of the biological structure.
2© Improve the product structure based on the biological structure.
3© Determine the complexity of the process to improve the product structure.
4© When the process is not complex, integrate the feature; when the process is

complex, improve and then integrate the feature.

Biological material
Rigidity, strength,

elasticity, plasticity,
toughness, weight, etc.

1© Extract attributes of the biological material.
2© Find the material in the engineering field with similar attributes to the

biological material.
3© Replace or combine this material with the original material.
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In the methodology proposed in this paper, the conversion of biological features
into engineering structures stands as a pivotal stage in the construction of conceptual
frameworks. Taking into consideration that within the natural realm, a single biological
feature might serve diverse biological functions, integrating this attribute into BID can lead
to streamlined system architectures and enhanced operational efficiency. In light of this,
the present study introduced a design strategy for incorporating multifunctional shared
components in the BID process. The specific steps are as follows:

Step 1: Feature combination analysis. Analyze the distinct characteristics of engineer-
ing structures to identify which features can mutually support and enhance each other in a
multifunctional shared context.

Step 2: Function correlation analysis. Perform a functional correlation analysis on the
engineering structures obtained through mapping and transformation, assessing the mutual
influence of different features across various functions. Identify engineering structures
suitable for function sharing.

Step 3: Modular design. Based on the characteristics of the engineering structure,
conduct modular design by decomposing components of different functions into modules,
ensuring each module can effectively achieve specific functionalities.

Step 4: Interaction analysis. Consider information exchange, energy transfer, and
potential interference among the modules. Analyze the interactions between different
modules to ensure their collaborative operation without conflicts.

Step 5: System integration. Integrate different modules into the overall system, en-
suring connectivity and coordination between modules, enabling multi-functional shared
components to perform within the entire system.

Step 6: Experimental validation and simulation. Employ experimental validation
and simulation methods to verify the performance and stability of components under
multi-functional shared conditions.

3.4. Process Model of Product-Integrated Innovation Design Based on Biological Inspiration

The whole design process starts from the problem of the product. Through the
acquisition of biological prototypes and biological performance analysis, the features
of the biological prototype with the highest advantageous performance impact value are
integrated with the product to form integrated innovation ideas. The principal solutions are
then obtained through three mapping methods: biological effects, biological behavior, and
biological structure, converting the integrated innovation idea into a conceptual structure.
The specific steps are as follows:

Step 1: Establish a functional model and identify the root cause of the problem through
root cause analysis. On this basis, determine the conflict area where the root cause is located
and further determine the problem functional element, as shown in Figure 10.
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establish a search list. In the Asknature biological knowledge base, the problem functional
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element is searched using two methods: biomimicry taxonomy and keyword search. If the
function belongs to insufficient or excessive function, search for this function or similar
functions. If the function is harmful, search for the opposite function.

2. Analyze the functional similarity between the biological prototype and the problem
functional element of the product, as well as the behavioral similarity of the behavior
corresponding to the realization of the function. Functional similarity is analyzed to
determine whether the effect of the biological prototype to achieve this function is the
same as that of the product and then to build a list of similarity classification of the
biological prototype.

Step 3: Generation of integrated innovation ideas based on biological performance
analysis. By evaluating the advantageous performance of similar biological prototypes
and judging the contribution degree of biological features, the advantageous performance
impact value of biological features is calculated. Integrate the features of the biological
prototype with the highest advantageous performance impact value in each category to
obtain integrated ideas.

Step 4: Select an integrated innovation idea based on Pdi.
Step 5: Acquire the principal solution based on biological feature mapping.
Step 6: Summarize the obtained principal solutions, build the morphological matrix,

and obtain the preliminary solutions.
Step 7: The method of ‘Entropy Weight Method-Grey Relational Analysis’ is used to

evaluate the preliminary solutions, resulting in the optimal solution.
The entropy weight method is an objective weighting method, which determines

the weight of each index according to the amount of information transmitted by each
index. The magnitude of the weight reflects the relative competition intensity among the
indexes [52]. In this paper, the weights of evaluation indexes were calculated by the entropy
weight method, and the specific steps are as follows:

1. Construct the evaluation index matrix. Assume that in the evaluation system with n
evaluation indicators and m evaluated objects, the matrix formed by all evaluation
scores is denoted as X = (xij)n×m, where xij (i = 1, 2, . . ., n; j = 1, 2, . . ., m) is the score of
the j-th evaluated object under the i-th evaluation indicator, as shown in Equation (7).

X =


x11 x12 · · · x1m
x21 x22 · · · x2m

...
...

. . .
...

xn1 xn2 · · · xnm

 (7)

2. Calculate the weight pij of the j-th evaluated object under the i-th evaluation indicator,
as shown in Equation (8).

pij =
xij

∑m
j=1 xij

(8)

3. Calculate the entropy value ei (i = 1,2,. . .,n) of each indicator, as shown in Equation (9).

ei = −k
m

∑
j=1

pijlnpij, k =
1

lnm
(9)

4. Calculate the redundancy di of the information entropy for each indicator, as shown
in Equation (10).

di = 1− ei (10)

5. Calculate the weight ωi for each indicator, as shown in Equation (11).
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ωi =
di

∑n
i=1 di

(11)

Grey relational analysis is a method that determines the correlation between curves by
comparing the geometric similarity of the comparison sequence curve and the reference
sequence curve. The higher the geometric similarity of the two curves, the greater the
correlation. Grey relational analysis can also be used for scheme evaluation by calculating
the correlation coefficients of different schemes to obtain the correlation degree values and
then sorting the values to obtain the optimal scheme [53–55]. Based on the entropy weight
method to calculate the weights of evaluation indexes, this article determined the optimal
scheme through grey relational analysis, and the specific steps are as follows:

1. Establish the initial decision matrix Y, which involves n samples characterized by
m criteria.

Y =


y11 y12 · · · y1m
y21 y22 · · · y2m

...
...

. . .
...

yn1 yn2 · · · ynm

 (12)

2. Standardize the data.

If the maximum value is optimal, standardize the data as shown in Equation (13).

y′ij =
yij −minn

i=1yij

maxn
i=1yij −minn

i=1yij
(13)

If the minimum value is optimal, standardize the data as shown in Equation (14).

y′ij =
maxn

i=1yij − yij

maxn
i=1yij −minn

i=1yij
(14)

3. Construct a standardized matrix by replacing each element in the initial decision
matrix Y with the calculation result of y’ij. Calculate the maximum standardized
value yo’(j) for each evaluation indicator, as shown in Equation (15), and use it as the
reference value for the j-th evaluation indicator.

y′o(j) = maxn
i=1y′ij (15)

4. The difference value ∆oi(j) between each standardized value and its reference value is
calculated, as shown in Equation (16).

∆oi(j) =
∣∣∣y′o(j)− y′ij

∣∣∣ (16)

A difference matrix ∆ is created, as shown in Equation (17).

∆ =


∆o1(1) ∆o1(2) · · · ∆o1(m)
∆o2(1) ∆o2(2) · · · ∆o2(m)

...
...

. . .
...

∆on(1) ∆on(2) · · · ∆on(m)

 (17)

1. Calculate the grey relational coefficient roi(j) for each element, as shown in Equation (18),
to obtain the matrix R.
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roi(j) =
minn

i=1minn
j=1∆oi(j) + 0.5×maxn

i=1maxn
j=1∆oi(j)

∆oi(j) + 0.5×maxn
i=1maxn

j=1∆oi(j)
(18)

2. Calculate the grey relational degree Γoi of the scheme, which represents the magnitude
of the correlation, as shown in Equation (19). Here, ω(j) is the weight of the evaluation
index obtained by the entropy weight method.

Γoi =
m

∑
j=1

[ω(j)× roi(j)],
m

∑
j=1

ω(j) = 1 (19)

Step 8: Problem-solving and evaluation of the new concept structure.
Problem-solving and evaluation are performed by applying the optimal solution to

establish the new concept structure. Whether there are problems in the new product
concept structure is judged. If the answer is yes, the problems are solved according to TRIZ
problem-solving tools [56–58]. Then, the improved product concept structure is established.

The process model of product-integrated innovation design based on biological inspi-
ration is shown in Figure 11.
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4. Case Study

Bio-inspired design has emerged as a transformative approach in the field of robotics,
drawing inspiration from natural biological systems to develop innovative and efficient
robotic solutions [59]. This methodology leverages millions of years of evolution and
adaptation to create robots that possess enhanced capabilities and functionalities. By
mimicking the intricate designs and behaviors found in nature, bio-inspired robotics has
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brought about a paradigm shift, enabling the development of robots that can excel in
complex and dynamic environments.

Bio-inspired robots, founded upon the interplay between information and physical
processes, have the capacity to imbue robots with the adaptivity, robustness, versatility,
and agility demonstrated by biological organisms [60,61]. Applying these attributes in
scenarios such as search-and-rescue missions enables the full utilization of the advantages
of bio-inspired robots.

Forest fires possess characteristics of complexity and diversity, resulting in certain
limitations for traditional firefighting methods. The application of firefighting robots can
address these shortcomings, enhancing the capacity to respond to forest fires and improving
firefighting efficiency. Additionally, it can mitigate safety risks for firefighters, presenting
significant potential for application.

Forest firefighting robots need to possess the ability to navigate complex terrains and
environments, including traversing ravines and thickets, climbing slopes, and clearing ob-
stacles. They can be classified into three mobility modes: wheeled, tracked, and legged [62].
Among these, legged forest firefighting robots are developed based on bio-inspired design,
incorporating the stability, coordination, and flexibility observed in the locomotion of
crawling animals, thus holding crucial application prospects [63].

Analysis of the relevant literature [64–66] indicates that addressing forest fires with
water-extinguishing methods may encounter challenges in terms of water sourcing. The use
of chemical agents, such as dry powder for firefighting, may cause certain forest damage
and add excessive payload to robots. Furthermore, forests often contain dense undergrowth,
requiring obstacle clearance. Failure to clear obstacles in a timely manner could lead to
missing the optimal firefighting window. Therefore, the purpose of this case study analysis
was to overcome existing technological deficiencies and provide a forest firefighting robot
solution that reduces environmental impact while enhancing firefighting efficiency.

An existing six-legged fire-fighting robot includes legs, a left arm, a right arm, a body,
and a fire extinguisher, as shown in Figure 12. During firefighting operations, the robot
has problems such as slow clearance and low efficiency of firefighting. In this section, the
aforementioned model is applied to solve the problem of low working efficiency of this
six-legged fire-fighting robot.
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Step 1: Identify problem functional elements based on root cause analysis.

1. The technical system of the product was decomposed, and a functional model was
established, as shown in Figure 13.

2. A causal chain analysis is conducted to address the issue of the robot’s low working
efficiency, as shown in Figure 14. The root causes of the problem are obtained, and the
relationship between the root cause and the problem functional element is identified.
The overload and slow walking speed of mechanical legs correspond to the problem
functional element of ‘mechanical legs move chassis’, the poor cutting performance
of the saw blade corresponds to the problem functional element of ‘saw blades cut
weeds’, and the low efficiency of fire extinguishing corresponds to the problem
functional element of ‘dry powder fire extinguishing’.
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Figure 14. Causal chain analysis.

Step 2: Acquire similar biological prototypes.

1. All the functions completed by the above problem functional elements belong to the
insufficient function. Search for these functions or similar functions in the Asknature
biological knowledge base, and a search list of problem functional elements and
biological prototypes is established, as shown in Table 8.

2. A list of similarity levels of the biological prototypes is built. Take the problem
functional element of ‘mechanical legs move chassis’ as an example for analysis. First,
analyze the similar elements of the similar functional elements, as shown in Table 9.
Obtain the similar value of similar function elements about similar indexes, as shown
in Table 10.
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Table 8. Search list of problem function elements and biology prototypes.

Problem Functional
Element Function Search Biological Prototype Description Biological Prototype Description

Mechanical legs move
chassis

Transfer, walking,
moving on solid
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Spider

The leg structure of a spider is highly
flexible and adaptable, achieving precise

bending movements through the
coordinated action of hydraulics and
muscles. The motion mechanism of

spiders can be leveraged to enhance a
robot’s agility and adaptability.
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Earthworm

Earthworms possess a soft, fluid-filled body
that, through unique muscular movements
and the coordinated interaction of internal

fluids, enables them to crawl flexibly within
the soil. Designers can draw inspiration

from the biological traits of earthworms to
enhance the flexibility and adaptability

aspects of products, and apply these insights
to the design process of robots intended for

operation in confined and intricate
environments.
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Cheetah

The cheetah’s agile spine grants it
exceptional speed and maneuverability,
enabling rapid acceleration and pursuit
of prey within a short span. For robot

designs requiring swift and responsive
actions, inspiration can be drawn from

the cheetah’s spinal structure and
locomotion mechanism.
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Snake

The snake’s body moves in a motion
resembling undulation, propelling itself

forward through lateral undulating
movements. This distinctive mode of

locomotion enables the snake to navigate in
confined spaces and adapt to various
terrains and environments. Drawing

inspiration from the snake’s locomotion can
provide valuable design insights for the

agility and adaptability of products.
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Goat

The goat’s hooves possess remarkable
gripping ability, which stems from the

unique structure and muscular control of
the goat’s feet, allowing it to maintain
stability on uneven terrain. Drawing
inspiration from this characteristic,

industrial design can enhance product
stability and control performance,

enabling more reliable operation in
specialized environments such as

mountainous regions.
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Salamander

The salamander moves in a rolling manner
across hilly terrains, using a rubber-like

effect to mitigate and absorb impacts,
safeguarding itself from jolts and vibrations.

Applying this shock-absorption and
protective mechanism of the salamander to

industrial design can offer design
inspiration for products that need to operate

in vibrating or unstable environments.
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loads. By drawing inspiration 
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Horse

The horse possesses robust bones and
hard hooves, enabling it to swiftly gallop

on solid ground. The horse’s skeletal
structure and the hardness of its hooves

contribute to its exceptional running
speed and stability. Incorporating these
biological traits into industrial design

can provide inspiration for products that
require high-speed movement on hard
surfaces. By drawing from the horse’s

sturdy skeletal nature and the durability
of its hooves, industrial design can

enhance product durability and stability,
delivering improved performance.
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Terrestrial slug

The terrestrial slug secretes a unique
viscoelastic mucus that allows it to crawl on

various surfaces while maintaining stable
adhesion. By drawing inspiration from this
biological characteristic, industrial design

can enhance product adhesion and stability,
ensuring optimal performance in diverse

environments. The application of this
biological trait may contribute to improving

a product’s operational capability on a
variety of terrains.
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excellent maneuverability due 
to mechanical principles, with 

relatively low joint torque 
loads. By drawing inspiration 
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istics of ostrich legs, industrial 
design can optimize product 
mobility and stability, ena-

  

Ostrich

The legs of an ostrich exhibit excellent
maneuverability due to mechanical
principles, with relatively low joint

torque loads. By drawing inspiration
from the biological characteristics of

ostrich legs, industrial design can
optimize product mobility and stability,

enabling outstanding performance
across various motion scenarios.
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Limpet

The radula of a limpet features cutting
edges with incorporated magnetite

crystals and silica. This unique biological
structure enables the limpet to efficiently
cut and digest food during feeding. The

magnetite crystals provide the radula
with substantial cutting power, while the

silica enhances its abrasion resistance
and corrosion resistance. Industrial

design can optimize the cutting capacity
and durability of cutting tools, allowing
them to more effectively process various

types of materials.
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Vampire bat

The teeth of the vampire bat are
exceptionally sharp, suited for piercing the

skin and blood vessels of hosts to obtain
blood as a food source. Applying this

feature to industrial design could inspire
innovative solutions for penetration and

cutting. This could enhance the performance
of products in tasks involving penetration,

cutting, and similar actions.
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Quetzal

The quetzal’s beak, equipped with
serrated cutting edges, is used for

grasping and slicing food. Drawing
inspiration from this biological

characteristic could lead to more precise
and efficient obstacle clearance.
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Red oak weevil

The red oak weevil utilizes its distinctive
cutting ability to slice and roll oak leaves

into tubular structures. Applying this
cutting capability in industrial design can
inspire innovative material processing and

component manufacturing methods.
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sign may offer new design in-
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and penetration. The biological 

characteristics of the sawfish 
can provide insights into the 
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products. 

Lamprey

The lamprey possesses a specialized
tongue structure capable of cutting

through the scales and skin of fish. By
drawing inspiration from this unique

biological feature, improvements can be
made to the performance of products in

cutting and similar tasks.
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Sawfish

The sawfish, with its unique sawing motion,
is capable of slicing through or piercing prey.

Its saw-toothed snout is not only used for
sensing prey but also efficiently processing

it. Applying the sawing motion of the
sawfish to industrial design may offer new

design inspirations for tasks like cutting and
penetration. The biological characteristics of

the sawfish can provide insights into the
versatility and efficiency of products.
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Herbivorous insect

Herbivorous insects possess exceptional
cutting ability in their mandibles,

allowing them to effectively sever and
process plant fibers. This biological
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and cutting grass. By incorporating this
biological characteristic into industrial

design, designers can explore more
precise and efficient cutting solutions.
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Dry powder fire
extinguishing

Reduce temperature,
isolate air, prevent

oxidation
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ing and dispersing water while 
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ture, a mist of water can be 

sprayed around the fire source 

Toco toucan

The Toco toucan regulates its body
temperature by adjusting blood flow.

Drawing inspiration from this biological
feature, design a structure resembling
the vascular network of a Toco toucan.

This structure could regulate
temperature by controlling the flow of
water or liquids. Such a system could

deliver cold water or firefighting agents
to areas requiring temperature reduction,

thereby achieving cooling effects
through water utilization.
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Wasp

The cuticle of a wasp utilizes hair, thin
layers, and branching tracheae to provide a

cooling mechanism. Design a thin-layer
structure similar to the wasp’s cuticle,

incorporating hydrogel or liquid cooling
agents. This thin layer can be placed around

a source of fire, achieving temperature
reduction through gas circulation and heat
conduction. Alternatively, inspired by the
branching tracheae of wasps, a miniature

channel network to conduct cool air through
ventilation and airflow could be created.
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Groundhog

Due to variations in cave entrance
locations and shapes, groundhogs utilize
changes in air pressure to harness wind

energy for ventilation. Drawing
inspiration from this biological feature, a
firefighting system can be designed. By
adjusting the aperture of the ventilation
openings based on the fire’s location and
intensity, wind energy can be harnessed
to expel hot air and introduce cooler air,
thereby achieving temperature reduction.
This system effectively utilizes air to cool

down the environment.
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Bees

Bees cool their hive by collecting and
dispersing water while fanning their wings

to enhance evaporation. Drawing
inspiration from this biological feature, a

mist of water can be sprayed around the fire
source to absorb heat through evaporation,

effectively reducing the surrounding
temperature. This approach achieves
temperature reduction through the

utilization of water.
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Element 

Functional 
Carrier Action 

Func-
tional Ob-

ject  

Input En-
ergy 

Input 
Sub-

stance 

Input 
Signal 

Output 
Energy 

Output 
Sub-

stance 

Output 
Signal Environment 

Fp: mechani-
cal legs move 

chassis 

Mechanical 
leg 

Walk Chassis 
Electric en-

ergy 
- 

Control 
signal 

Mechani-
cal energy 

- - Forest 

Fb1: spider’s 
legs move 

body 
Spider’s leg Walk Body 

Chemical 
energy 

- 
Neural 
signal 

Mechani-
cal energy 

- - 
Dark and 

damp 

Fb2: cheetah’s 
legs move 

body 

Cheetah’s 
leg 

Walk Body 
Chemical 

energy 
- 

Neural 
signal 

Mechani-
cal energy 

- - Grassland  

Cactus

The ripple-like shape of a cactus creates
a cool airflow, aiding in the dissipation
of body heat. Applying this biological

feature to industrial design, a heat
dissipation structure resembling the

ripple pattern of a cactus can be
designed and used at fire scenes to

achieve temperature reduction through
air circulation.
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Squirrel

Squirrels use tree hollows or dig holes on the
ground to store food, sealing the openings
with mud or leaves. Drawing inspiration

from this biological characteristic, a
technique could be designed to use soil to

isolate air and achieve firefighting by
creating barriers around the fire scene.
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Table 9. Similar index of similar functional elements. 

Functional 
Element 

Functional 
Carrier Action 

Func-
tional Ob-

ject  

Input En-
ergy 

Input 
Sub-

stance 

Input 
Signal 

Output 
Energy 

Output 
Sub-

stance 

Output 
Signal Environment 

Fp: mechani-
cal legs move 

chassis 

Mechanical 
leg 

Walk Chassis 
Electric en-

ergy 
- 

Control 
signal 

Mechani-
cal energy 

- - Forest 

Fb1: spider’s 
legs move 

body 
Spider’s leg Walk Body 

Chemical 
energy 

- 
Neural 
signal 

Mechani-
cal energy 

- - 
Dark and 

damp 

Fb2: cheetah’s 
legs move 

body 

Cheetah’s 
leg 

Walk Body 
Chemical 

energy 
- 

Neural 
signal 

Mechani-
cal energy 

- - Grassland  

Ticks

Ticks’ mouths secrete a hydrophilic
solution to absorb water vapor from the
atmosphere. Leveraging this biological
feature in industrial design, a system

could be developed to absorb
atmospheric water vapor and release it

at a fire scene, achieving firefighting
effects.
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Table 9. Similar index of similar functional elements.

Functional
Element

Functional
Carrier Action Functional

Object Input Energy Input
Substance Input Signal Output

Energy
Output

Substance
Output
Signal Environment

Fp: mechanical
legs move chassis

Mechanical
leg Walk Chassis Electric energy - Control signal Mechanical

energy - - Forest

Fb1: spider’s legs
move body Spider’s leg Walk Body Chemical

energy - Neural signal Mechanical
energy - - Dark and

damp

Fb2: cheetah’s legs
move body Cheetah’s leg Walk Body Chemical

energy - Neural signal Mechanical
energy - - Grassland

Fb3: goat’s legs
move body Goat’s leg Walk Body Chemical

energy - Neural signal Mechanical
energy - - Grassland

Fb4: horse’s legs
move body Horse’s leg Walk Body Chemical

energy - Neural signal Mechanical
energy - - Grassland

Fb5: ostrich’s legs
move body Ostrich’s leg Walk Body Chemical

energy - Neural signal Mechanical
energy - - Grassland

Fb6: earthworm’s
abdomen moves

body

Earthworm’s
abdomen Wriggle Body Chemical

energy - Neural signal Mechanical
energy - - Dark and

damp

Fb7: snake’s
abdomen moves

body

Snake’s
abdomen Wriggle Body Chemical

energy - Neural signal Mechanical
energy - - Forest

Fb8: salamander’s
body moves body

Salamander’s
body Roll Body Chemical

energy - Neural signal Mechanical
energy - - Hilly

Fb9:Terrestrial
slug’s abdomen

moves body

Terrestrial
slug’s

abdomen
Slide Body Chemical

energy - Neural signal Mechanical
energy - - Dark and

damp
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Table 10. Similar value of similar function element about the similar index.

Similar Functional Element

Similar Index Functional
Carrier
Gra(k1)

Action
Gra(k2)

Functional
Object
Gra(k3)

Input Energy
Gra(k4)

Input
Substance

Gra(k5)

Input Signal
Gra(k6)

Output
Energy
Gra(k7)

Output
Substance

Gra(k8)

Output
Signal

Gra(k9)

Environment
Gra(k10)

u1(Fp, Fb1) 0.7 1 1 0.8 0 1 1 0 0 0.8

u2(Fp, Fb2) 0.7 1 1 0.8 0 1 1 0 0 0.9

u3(Fp, Fb3) 0.7 1 1 0.8 0 1 1 0 0 0.9

u4(Fp, Fb4) 0.7 1 1 0.8 0 1 1 0 0 0.9

u5 (Fp, Fb5) 0.7 1 1 0.8 0 1 1 0 0 0.9

u6(Fp, Fb6) 0 0.4 1 0.8 0 1 1 0 0 0.8

u7(Fp, Fb7) 0 0.4 1 0.8 0 1 1 0 0 1

u8(Fp, Fb8) 0 0.4 1 0.8 0 1 1 0 0 0.5

u9(Fp, Fb9) 0 0.4 1 0.8 0 1 1 0 0 0.8

ω 0.125 0.25 0.125 0.125 0 0.125 0.125 0 0 0.125

Using the spider as an example, the functional similarity value between ‘mechanical
legs move chassis’ and ‘spider’s legs move body’ is calculated, as shown in Equation (20).

Sim(ui) =
9
∑

j=1
ω jGra(k j) = 0.7× 0.125 + 1× 0.25 + 1× 0.125 + 0.8× 0.125 + 1× 0.125

+1× 0.125 + 0.8× 0.125 = 0.9125
(20)

When the functional similarity value is ≥ 0.6, the functions implemented by ‘me-
chanical legs move chassis’ and ‘spider’s legs move body’ are similar. A list of functional
similarity values of the biological prototypes is then established, as shown in Table 11.

Table 11. List of functional similarity values of biology prototypes.

Spider Cheetah Goat Horse Ostrich Earthworm Snake Salamander Terrestrial
Slug

Functional
similarity

value
0.9125 0.9250 0.9250 0.9250 0.9250 0.6750 0.7000 0.6375 0.6750

Second, the behavior corresponding to ‘mechanical legs move chassis’ is ‘motor drives
the mechanical leg.’ Calculate the behavioral similarity value between ‘motor drives the
mechanical leg’ and the behavior corresponding to the realization of the function by the
biological prototype. A list of behavioral similarity values of biological prototypes is
established, as shown in Table 12.

Table 12. List of behavioral similarity values of biology prototypes.

Spider Cheetah Goat Horse Ostrich Earthworm Snake Salamander Terrestrial
Slug

Behavioral
similarity

value
0.7875 0.7875 0.8250 0.8250 0.7875 0.5250 0.5250 0.5875 0.5250

Finally, a list of similarity levels between the biological prototypes and the problem
functional element ‘mechanical legs move chassis’ is established, as shown in Table 13. In
the same way, obtain the similarity levels between the remaining two problem functional
elements and their corresponding biological prototypes.

Table 13. List of similarity levels of biology prototypes.

Similarity Levels Biology Prototype

Level I Earthworm, Snake, Salamander, Terrestrial slug
Level III Spider, Cheetah, Goat, Horse, Ostrich
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Step 3: Generate integrated innovation ideas.
Based on the results of the root cause analysis, determine the problem functional

elements of the product and the corresponding problem performances. An analysis list of
problem functional elements is created, as shown in Table 14.

Table 14. Analysis list of problem function elements.

Problem
Function
Element

Functional
Carrier Action Functional

Object

Problem
Performance

Caused by the
Functional

Carrier

Problem
Performance

Caused by the
Action

Problem
Performance

Caused by the
Functional

Object

Mechanical legs
move chassis Mechanical leg Move

Chassis and its
support
structure

Insufficient
support of leg

structure

Insufficient
drive of

mechanical legs

Overload leads
to slow

movement
speed

Saw blades cut
weeds Saw blade Cut Weeds

Insufficient
cutting depth
and cutting

force of the saw
blade

Narrow cutting
range of saw

blade
-

Dry powder fire
extinguishing Dry powder Put out Fire -

Low
transportation
efficiency and

slow fire
extinguishing

speed

-

For the problem functional element of ‘mechanical legs move chassis,’ the integrated
idea is obtained by calculating the advantageous performance impact value of biological
features. The process is as follows:

1. According to Table 4, score the advantageous performance caused by the functional
carrier, action, or functional object of the biological prototype, as shown in Table 15.
Assuming that the volumes of these biological prototypes are similar, the magnitude of
the structural support force is judged according to the density of the functional object,
and the greater the density of the functional object, the greater the performance value.
The magnitude of the driving force is determined based on the variable characteristics
of the functional carrier. The weight of the load is determined by the density of the
functional object, and the smaller the density of the functional object, the higher the
advantage performance value.

2. Analyze the biological features that the biological prototype possesses when exhibiting
advantageous performance in implementing a similar function and establish a list of
biological characteristics, as shown in Table 16.

3. Taking the salamander as an example, calculate the contribution of biological features
using the AHP. First, calculate the contribution of biological features for the function
carrier of the salamander. The steps are as follows:
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Table 15. Advantageous performance values of biology prototypes.

Biological Prototype

Advantageous Performance Influenced by the Functional Carrier:
the Leg Structure Has Strong Support

Influenced by Action: the Mechanical
Leg Has Strong Drive Power

Influenced by the Function
Object: Light Load

Score
Pe (S2) Judgment Basis Score

Pe (F) Judgment Basis Score
Pe (S1)

Judgment
Basis

Similarity Level I

Salamander 5 Intrinsic
attributes 7 Muscle and

inertia 7 Intrinsic
attributes

Earthworm 3 Intrinsic
attributes 5 Muscle and

bristles 9 Intrinsic
attributes

Snake 3 Intrinsic
attributes 5 Muscle and

ventral scales 9 Intrinsic
attributes

Salamander 3 Intrinsic
attributes 3 Muscle and

mucus 9 Intrinsic
attributes

Similarity Level III

Goat 7 Intrinsic
attributes 7 Muscle and Legs 3 Intrinsic

attributes

Horse 9 Intrinsic
attributes 7 Muscle and Legs 3 Intrinsic

attributes

Spider 7 Intrinsic
attributes 9 Muscle and

hydraulic, legs 5 Intrinsic
attributes

Cheetah 7 Intrinsic
attributes 7 Muscle and Legs 3 Intrinsic

attributes

Ostrich 7 Intrinsic
attributes 7 Muscle and Legs 3 Intrinsic

attributes

Table 16. List of biological features.

Biological Feature
Features of the Functional Carrier Features of the

Action
Features of the

Functional Object

Morphology Structural
Distribution Characteristic Effect Material

Similarity Level I

Salamander Irregular Whole body Elasticity Elasticity effect Soft and low
density

Earthworm
S-shaped or

hook-shaped
bristles

Except for the first
two segments, the

rest are evenly
distributed

Extensibility Muscle peristaltic
effect

Soft and segmented,
low density

Snake Tile-like rectangular
ventral scales Closely arranged Expand and close Muscle peristaltic

effect
Soft and low

density

Terrestrial slug Arc-shaped Abdomen Flexibility Viscoelastic effect Soft and low
density

Similarity Level III

Goat Slender Structural
tandem

Strong grip of
hooves.

Muscle contraction
effect

Compact and high
density

Horse Slender Structural
tandem

Hole-like structure
to strengthen bones,

hoof-like feet.

Muscle contraction
effect

Compact and high
density

Spider Slender Structural
tandem Extensibility

Muscle contraction
effect and hydraulic

effect

Compact and low
density

Cheetah Slender Structural
tandem Extensibility Muscle contraction

effect
Compact and high

density

Ostrich Slender Structural
tandem Extensibility Muscle contraction

effect
Compact and high

density

Step 1: Determine the composition of biological features. The set of biological features
that contribute to the advantageous performance due to the functional carrier is denoted as
X, where X = {irregular shape, structure distributed throughout the body, elastic properties}.

Step 2: Analyze the biological features and list the judgment matrix A.

A =

1 1/9 1/5
9 1 3
5 1/3 1

 (21)

Step 3: Calculate the maximum eigenvalue of matrix A, λmax = 3.0291. Normalize
the obtained eigenvector G, resulting in the contribution value of the biological features,
denoted as V, where V = (0.0629, 0.6716, 0.2654).

The steps for consistency check are as follows:
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1© Calculate the consistency index (CI).

CI =
λmax − n

n− 1
=

3.0291− 3
3− 1

= 0.0145 (22)

2© The table is checked to obtain the random index (RI).

RI = 0.52 (23)

3© Calculate the consistency ratio (CR).

CR =
CI
RI

=
0.0145
0.52

= 0.0279 (24)

When CR < 0.1, it is considered that the consistency of the judgment matrix is acceptable.
As the number of biological features contributing to the advantageous performance

induced by both the functional action and the functional object of the salamander is 1, the
contribution value of the features is therefore 1. In a similar way, calculate the contribution
of features for other biological prototypes. Build a score table of the contribution of
biological features for the problem functional element, ‘mechanical legs move chassis,’ as
shown in Table 17.

4. Calculate the advantageous performance impact value of the biological features, as
shown in Table 18.

Table 17. Score table of contribution of biological features for ‘mechanical legs move chassis’.

Biological Feature

Features of the Functional Carrier Features of the
Action

Features of the
Functional Object

Morphology Structural
Distribution Characteristic Effect Material

Similarity Level I

Salamander 0.0629 0.6716 0.2654 1 1
Earthworm 0.5820 0.3667 0.0513 1 1

Snake 0.5969 0.3458 0.0572 1 1
Terrestrial slug 0.3458 0.5969 0.0572 1 1

Similarity Level III

Goat 0.1692 0.3874 0.4434 1 1
Horse 0.2599 0.3275 0.4126 1 1
Spider 0.2926 0.6406 0.0668 1 1

Cheetah 0.3458 0.5969 0.0572 1 1
Ostrich 0.6716 0.2654 0.0629 1 1

Table 18. Score of advantageous performance impact value for ‘mechanical legs move chassis’.

Biological Feature

Features of the Functional Carrier Features of the
Action

Features of the
Functional Object

Morphology Structural
Distribution Characteristic Effect Material

Similarity Level I

Salamander 0.3145 3.3580 1.3270 3 7
Earthworm 1.7460 1.1001 0.1539 5 9

Snake 1.7907 1.0374 0.1716 5 9
Terrestrial slug 1.0374 1.7907 0.1716 3 9

Similarity Level III

Goat 1.1844 2.7118 3.1038 7 3
Horse 2.3391 2.9475 3.7134 7 3
Spider 2.0482 4.4842 0.4676 9 5

Cheetah 2.4206 4.1783 0.4004 7 3

Ostrich 4.7012 1.8578 0.4403 7 3

Within biological prototypes with the same effect, select and integrate the features
from the prototypes with the highest advantageous performance impact value in each
category into the product. A total of four integrated ideas are obtained.

In a similar way, the integrated ideas of the problem functional element of ‘saw blades
cut weeds’ and the problem functional element of ‘dry powder fire extinguishing’ can be
obtained. A morphological matrix of multiple problem functional elements is established,
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as shown in Table 19. The integrated idea with the highest value of practical degree
parameter in each problem function element is selected to solve the problem.

Table 19. Analysis list of problem function elements.

Problem Functional Element
Integrated Idea Integrated Idea 1 Integrated Idea 2 Integrated Idea 3 Integrated Idea 4

Mechanical legs move chassis

Integration: the
slender morphology
of ostrich legs; the

structural
distribution of spider

legs in series;
hole-like structure to

strengthen bones,
hoof-like feet in horse

legs; muscle
contraction effect and

hydraulic effect of
spider legs; materials
with low density in

body.

Integration: tile-like
rectangular ventral

scales morphology of
snakes; bristle evenly
distributed structural

distribution of
earthworms; expand

and close
characteristics of

snake ventral scales;
muscle peristaltic

effect of earthworms
and snakes; materials
with low density in
snake or earthworm

bodies.

Integration:
irregular

morphology,
structural

distribution
throughout the

body, and elastic
characteristics of

salamander muscles;
elasticity effect of
muscles; materials

with low density in
the body.

Integration: features
of terrestrial slugs:

arc-shaped
morphology of

muscles, structural
distribution in the

abdomen, flexibility;
viscoelastic effect;
materials with low
density in the body.

Saw blades cut weeds

Integration: the
quetzal’s beak with

serrated cutting
edges, the lamprey’s

teeth with evenly
distributed
structures,

herbivorous insects
with mouthparts

uniformly
distributed, and

vampire bats with
mouthparts

exhibiting the
behavior of opening

and closing.

Integration: the
platypus exhibits a

flat and wide
morphology in its

bill, with a
symmetrical

structural
distribution. The bill
has raised ridges and

possesses grinding
characteristics. The

platypus also
demonstrates the

behavior of moving
the keratin layer

between the upper
and lower jaws.

Integration: the nose
of sawfish is long

and flat, with
serrated protrusion
on both sides, and

the structure
distribution is

evenly distributed
on both sides. The

sharp nature of
weevils’ mouthparts,

the behavior of a
limpet moving its
tongue, a weevil

moving its
mouthparts, or a

sawfish swinging its
serrated nose.

Dry powder fire extinguishing Integration:
air-cooling effect

Integration:
water-cooling effect

Integration: solid
heat transfer cooling

effect

Integration: soil
fire-extinguishing

effect

Step 4: Select integrated innovation idea based on Pdi.
For the problem functional element of ‘mechanical legs move chassis,’ the value of

Pdi of the integrated idea is calculated by Equation (6). The calculation process is shown
in Table 20. The integrated idea 1, which has the highest value of Pdi, was selected as the
final solution.

Table 20. Calculation process of Pdi for ‘mechanical legs move chassis’.

Mechanical
Legs Move

Chassis
Poi Cdi Pdi Sort

Integrated idea 1 26.8988 5 5.3798 1
Integrated idea 2 17.0624 7 2.4375 2
Integrated idea 3 14.9995 9 1.6666 4
Integrated idea 4 14.9997 7 2.1428 3

In a similar way, for the problem functional element of ‘saw blades cut weeds,’ inte-
grated idea 3 was selected as the final solution. For the problem functional element of ‘dry
powder fire extinguishing,’ integrated idea 4 was selected as the final solution.
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Step 5: Obtain the principal solution based on biological feature mapping.

1. Solve the problem functional element of ‘mechanical legs move chassis’.

This integrated innovation idea includes the integration of morphology, structural
distribution, characteristics, effects, and materials. Regarding effects, principal solutions
are obtained based on the Eb-Et-Se mapping. For morphology, structural distribution,
characteristics, and materials, principal solutions are obtained based on the Sb-Se mapping.

(1) Acquire the principal solution based on Eb-Et-Se mapping.

Inspiration. The underside of the femur, patella, and tibia-metatarsal joints of the
spider is filled with hemlymphatic fluid, which fills the spaces between muscle fibers.
This fluid exerts pressure on the rippled structure, causing the legs to lengthen. Inspired
by the muscle contraction effect and hydraulic effect, designers can draw insights for
applying these principles in the engineering field, resulting in structures such as excavator
mechanical arms, carousel lifting devices, tricycle self-dumping buckets, and hydraulic
lifting platforms.

Search. Integrating the muscle contraction effect and hydraulic effect of spider legs,
the movement of the mechanical leg applied the muscle contraction effect. By expanding
synonyms, near synonyms, or related words for hydraulic effect, movement function, and
mechanical leg, the search formula is TAC:(“walking” OR “walking mechanism” OR “walk-
ing device” OR “walking drive”) AND TAC:(“hydraulic” OR “hydraulic type” OR “hy-
draulic device” OR “hydraulic drive” OR “hydraulic mechanism”) AND TAC:(“mechanical
leg” OR “ Leg mechanism” OR “Leg device”). The patents were clustered and screened
based on experience, and the resulting patents are shown in Table 21.

Based on experience, all the structures obtained above were analyzed, and three en-
gineering structures were selected: hydraulic auxiliary series mechanical leg with energy
storage device, as shown in Z2. Hydraulic cylinders were connected in parallel as mechani-
cal legs, and the hydraulic cylinder was equipped with an energy storage device, as shown
in Z3. Hydraulic cylinders were connected in series as a mechanical leg, and the hydraulic
cylinder was equipped with an energy storage device, as shown in Z4.

(2) Acquire principal solution based on Sb-Se mapping.

For morphology, the mechanical leg already has the feature of the slender shape of the
ostrich leg, and no improvement was needed. For structural distribution, the mechanical
leg already has the feature of the spider leg in series, and no improvement was needed. For
structure and foot material, the hole structure of the horse was applied to the design of the
mechanical leg. A high-carbon alloy steel material with high hardness was searched for in
the engineering field, and the material was replaced with the raw material used for the foot
of the mechanical leg, with nylon on the outside and high-carbon alloy steel on the inside.
For the body, in order to reduce the load, low-density aluminum alloy material was used.

2. Solve the problem functional element of ‘saw blades cut weeds’.

This integrated innovation idea includes the integration of morphology, structural
distribution, characteristics, and behavior. For morphology, structural distribution, and
characteristics, based on the principal solution of Sb-Se mapping acquisition, an electric
chainsaw can be obtained.

Regarding behaviors, principal solutions are obtained based on the Bb-Be-Se mapping.
Integrate the behavior of the limpet moving its radula, the weevil moving its mouthpart,
and the sawfish swinging its serrated nose with the product. For the product, it involves
integrating the behavior of a translating chainsaw mechanism to achieve weed cutting.
Establish a behavioral chain related to weed cutting functionality, as shown in Figure 15.
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Table 21. Patent list for solving the problem functional element of ‘mechanical legs move chassis’.

Serial Number Title Abstract Figure

Z1 A robot leg [67]
CN204150141U

This utility model patent discloses a robot leg, aiming to address the issues in
existing multi-legged robot legs, such as their large volume and weight, limited

load-bearing capacity, low walking efficiency, and excessive noise during
movement. It includes the first supporting arm 1, the second supporting arm 2, a

base 3, the first hydraulic cylinder 4, the second hydraulic cylinder 5, the third
hydraulic cylinder 6, etc. Furthermore, this utility model patent also provides a

robot leg with a bushing connection. Hydraulic cylinder 4 drives the first support
arm 1 to rotate around the second support arm 2. Based on the gait planning of

quadruped robots, this utility model patent employs an entirely new design
structure that effectively achieves movements like forward, backward, turning,

climbing, and obstacle crossing.
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Z2

An industrial robot and its
industrial robot obstacle
avoidance system [68]

CN113370207A

This invention belongs to the field of industrial robotics, particularly an industrial
robot and its industrial robot obstacle avoidance system. It includes foot 1,

mechanical leg 2, body 3, mechanical arm 4, and a head 5 for scanning in all
directions. The travel of mechanical leg 2 is achieved by the work of hydraulic
cylinder 6. The top of the foot is hinged to the bottom of the mechanical leg to

achieve walking. The top of the mechanical leg is hinged to the bottom of the body
to achieve the robot’s standing up or sitting down. This invention fully utilizes the
characteristics of radar scanning imaging to display the contour shape of obstacles

in front of the robot through radar scanning. As a result, the area outside the
contour shape of obstacles is the accessible area for the robot to walk without

obstacles. It can not only target solid obstacles but also perform radar detection on
uneven ground or uneven terrain, enabling the robot to adapt to material handling
actions in different environments and eliminating the safety hazards of manually

handling flammable and explosive materials.
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bot includes both a wheeled motion mode and a legged 
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on different scenarios. In the wheeled motion mode, the 
wheels’ circumferential surface contacts the ground, and 

they move using rolling motion. In the legged motion 
mode, the wheels’ lateral surface contacts the ground, and 
the robot moves using legged walking motion. By adopt-
ing the 3UPS parallel six-degree-of-freedom mechanical 
arm structure, this invention exhibits high flexibility and 

significant load-bearing capacity. It can carry more sensors 
to execute more complex probing tasks. The pose of the ro-
bot’s foot end relative to the frame corresponds to motion 
inputs and can be uniquely determined through calcula-

tions, ensuring precise control and strong stability. 

 

Z4 
Walkable ro-

bots [70]  
CN114684294A 

A walkable robot, comprising a body and a walking mech-
anism coupled to the body to support it. The walking 

mechanism includes the first leg mechanism 100 and the 
second leg mechanism. The first leg mechanism is opera-
tively coupled to the body via the first main joint 110 and 
can rotate relative to the body around the first main joint. 
The second leg mechanism is operatively coupled to the 
body via the second main joint and can rotate relative to 
the body around the second main joint. Both the first leg 
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Z3

Parallel structure
wheel-legged robot based

on UPS [69]
CN111976859B

This invention provides a parallel structure wheeled-leg mobile robot based on
UPS, comprising wheels 1, a support carrier 15, and six mechanical leg components

20. One end of each of the six mechanical leg components is evenly distributed
along the circumferential side of the support carrier. The wheels are mounted on
the other end of the mechanical leg components. Mechanical leg components are

driven by hydraulic cylinders to achieve travel. The robot includes both a wheeled
motion mode and a legged motion mode, capable of switching between them based
on different scenarios. In the wheeled motion mode, the wheels’ circumferential
surface contacts the ground, and they move using rolling motion. In the legged

motion mode, the wheels’ lateral surface contacts the ground, and the robot moves
using legged walking motion. By adopting the 3UPS parallel six-degree-of-freedom

mechanical arm structure, this invention exhibits high flexibility and significant
load-bearing capacity. It can carry more sensors to execute more complex probing
tasks. The pose of the robot’s foot end relative to the frame corresponds to motion

inputs and can be uniquely determined through calculations, ensuring precise
control and strong stability.
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Z4 Walkable robots [70]
CN114684294A

A walkable robot, comprising a body and a walking mechanism coupled to the
body to support it. The walking mechanism includes the first leg mechanism 100
and the second leg mechanism. The first leg mechanism is operatively coupled to
the body via the first main joint 110 and can rotate relative to the body around the
first main joint. The second leg mechanism is operatively coupled to the body via
the second main joint and can rotate relative to the body around the second main
joint. Both the first leg mechanism and the second leg mechanism comprise the
upper support component 120, main joint drive component 130, lower support

component 140, intermediate joint drive component 160, contact sensor 170, and a
motion controller.

In the upper support component 120, hydraulic cylinder 124 is capable of
generating an upper driving force extending along its length.
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Z5

An integrated hydraulic
drive with an accumulator

[71]
CN108825565A

The present invention discloses an integrated hydraulic driving device with an
energy storage unit, aiming to address the issues in existing robots where the lack
of leg energy storage components leads to energy wastage and potential impact

vibrations during movement, resulting in seal element detachment and hindering
the normal locomotion of multi-legged robots. When applied to joint driving of

multi-legged robots, this invention can convert the kinetic and gravitational
potential energy of leg mechanisms into hydraulic energy for storage, achieving
energy recovery and extending the walking range of multi-legged robots, thus

enhancing their applicability. Additionally, this invention not only provides energy
for the next leg lifting action but also serves as a cushioning and vibration

absorption mechanism, effectively reducing impact loads from the ground. The
present invention can effectively buffer the effects, realize energy conversion

efficiently, and minimize the impact of shock vibrations on seal components. This
invention is user-friendly, easy to maintain, and holds significant importance for

the long-distance, low-energy operation of multi-legged robots.
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Based on experience, all the structures obtained above were analyzed, and three en-
gineering structures were selected: hydraulic auxiliary series mechanical leg with energy 
storage device, as shown in Z2. Hydraulic cylinders were connected in parallel as mechan-
ical legs, and the hydraulic cylinder was equipped with an energy storage device, as 
shown in Z3. Hydraulic cylinders were connected in series as a mechanical leg, and the 
hydraulic cylinder was equipped with an energy storage device, as shown in Z4. 
(2) Acquire principal solution based on Sb-Se mapping. 

For morphology, the mechanical leg already has the feature of the slender shape of 
the ostrich leg, and no improvement was needed. For structural distribution, the mechan-
ical leg already has the feature of the spider leg in series, and no improvement was needed. 
For structure and foot material, the hole structure of the horse was applied to the design 
of the mechanical leg. A high-carbon alloy steel material with high hardness was searched 
for in the engineering field, and the material was replaced with the raw material used for 
the foot of the mechanical leg, with nylon on the outside and high-carbon alloy steel on 
the inside. For the body, in order to reduce the load, low-density aluminum alloy material 
was used. 
2. Solve the problem functional element of ‘saw blades cut weeds.’ 

This integrated innovation idea includes the integration of morphology, structural 
distribution, characteristics, and behavior. For morphology, structural distribution, and 
characteristics, based on the principal solution of Sb-Se mapping acquisition, an electric 
chainsaw can be obtained. 
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Figure 15. Behavior chains related to the function of cutting weeds.

Perform behavior sharing and establish a behavior-component matrix, as shown
in Table 22. The mechanical arm can be used as the moving mechanism to achieve the
translation of the chainsaw. Therefore, a solution combining the mechanical arm and the
chainsaw is obtained. However, using the mechanical arm directly would complicate the
control and operation.

Table 22. Behavior-component matrix.

Behavior
Component C1: Chainsaw

Motor
C2: Chainsaw C3: Mechanical

Arm

B1: Mechanical arm moves chainsaw
to designated position 0 1 1

B2: Chainsaw motor driven chainsaw 1 1 0

Perform behavior addition by integrating the behavior of the moving mechanism with
the chainsaw into the product. The specific steps are as follows:

1© Establish the behavior feature model of the moving mechanism with the chainsaw,
as shown in Figure 16. When the moving mechanism translates the chainsaw, the chainsaw
itself rotates to cut branches and weeds.
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2© Create a behavior correlation matrix, as shown in Figure 17. The receiving state
of chainsaw B2, driven by the chainsaw motor, is the same as the pre-acceptance state
of the moving mechanism with the chainsaw Ba. Therefore, Ba is placed after B2. Make
appropriate adjustments to obtain an improved behavior chain, as shown in Figure 18.
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3© Determine the compatibility of behaviors. The behavior of the translating chainsaw
mechanism converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The mechanical energy
input for weed cutting comes from two sources: the chainsaw motor and the translating
mechanism. Increasing the behavior of the translating mechanism in moving the chainsaw
reduces the proportion of energy output from the previous behavior, resulting in an increase
in mechanical efficiency for cutting weeds. Since no changes are made to the substance
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or signal, the behavior of the translating chainsaw mechanism is compatible with the
previous behavior.

4© Search for components in the engineering field to implement this behavior. The
movement of the limpet’s radula, the weevil’s mouthparts, or the sawfish’s swinging
saw-like nose is achieved through muscle contraction. Therefore, the driving device for
the translating mechanism can be an electric motor or a hydraulic motor. Furthermore,
options for the translating mechanism include crank-slider mechanisms, cam mechanisms,
gear-rack mechanisms, sliding table hydraulic cylinders, and ball screw mechanisms.

5© Component compatibility assessment. The crank-slider mechanism, cam mecha-
nism, gear-rack mechanism, sliding table hydraulic cylinder, and ball screw mechanism are
the components to be added, which have a connection relationship with the robotic arm
and the chainsaw motor, satisfying component compatibility. These components will be
securely attached to the end of the robotic arm, while the chainsaw motor will be positioned
on the slider, connecting rod, rack, or sliding table structure of these components.

Step 6: Acquire preliminary solution.
Summarize the structures obtained from the aforementioned three problem functional

elements and establish a morphological matrix, as shown in Table 23.

Table 23. Morphological matrix.

Function Structure

Mechanical legs move
chassis
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Rack and pinion 
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Ball screw + 

electric chain-
saw 

Soil-crushing 
 

Mechanical claw  
  

 

Hydraulic cylinder
assisted serial

mechanical leg + energy
storage device
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reduces the proportion of energy output from the previous behavior, resulting in an in-
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Figure 18. Improved behavior chain. ③ Determine the compatibility of behaviors. The behavior of the translating chain-
saw mechanism converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The mechanical energy 
input for weed cutting comes from two sources: the chainsaw motor and the translating 
mechanism. Increasing the behavior of the translating mechanism in moving the chainsaw 
reduces the proportion of energy output from the previous behavior, resulting in an in-
crease in mechanical efficiency for cutting weeds. Since no changes are made to the sub-
stance or signal, the behavior of the translating chainsaw mechanism is compatible with 
the previous behavior. ④ Search for components in the engineering field to implement this behavior. The 
movement of the limpet’s radula, the weevil’s mouthparts, or the sawfish’s swinging saw-
like nose is achieved through muscle contraction. Therefore, the driving device for the 
translating mechanism can be an electric motor or a hydraulic motor. Furthermore, op-
tions for the translating mechanism include crank-slider mechanisms, cam mechanisms, 
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arm and the chainsaw motor, satisfying component compatibility. These components will 
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Based on the compatibility of various structures, five initial schemes with higher fea-
sibility were obtained through matching, as shown in Table 24. 
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Use the method of ‘Entropy Weight Method-Grey Relational Analysis’ to evaluate the 
five preliminary schemes. Combined with the needs of users and the development strate-
gies of technicians, five evaluation indicators were proposed: fire extinguishing efficiency, 
economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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mechanical claw 
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mechanical claw 
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Drum for raising 
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ing soil 

Use the method of ‘Entropy Weight Method-Grey Relational Analysis’ to evaluate the 
five preliminary schemes. Combined with the needs of users and the development strate-
gies of technicians, five evaluation indicators were proposed: fire extinguishing efficiency, 
economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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gies of technicians, five evaluation indicators were proposed: fire extinguishing efficiency, 
economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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five preliminary schemes. Combined with the needs of users and the development strate-
gies of technicians, five evaluation indicators were proposed: fire extinguishing efficiency, 
economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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five preliminary schemes. Combined with the needs of users and the development strate-
gies of technicians, five evaluation indicators were proposed: fire extinguishing efficiency, 
economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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gies of technicians, five evaluation indicators were proposed: fire extinguishing efficiency, 
economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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Use the method of ‘Entropy Weight Method-Grey Relational Analysis’ to evaluate the 
five preliminary schemes. Combined with the needs of users and the development strate-
gies of technicians, five evaluation indicators were proposed: fire extinguishing efficiency, 
economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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Use the method of ‘Entropy Weight Method-Grey Relational Analysis’ to evaluate the 
five preliminary schemes. Combined with the needs of users and the development strate-
gies of technicians, five evaluation indicators were proposed: fire extinguishing efficiency, 
economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were invited 
to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to obtain 
the score list, as shown in Table 25. 
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Figure 18. Improved behavior chain.

Based on the compatibility of various structures, five initial schemes with higher
feasibility were obtained through matching, as shown in Table 24.

Table 24. Initial schemes.

Function Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 5

Mechanical legs
move chassis

Hydraulic cylinder
assisted serial

mechanical leg +
energy storage

device

Hydraulic cylinder
assisted serial

mechanical leg +
energy storage

device

Hydraulic cylinder
assisted serial

mechanical leg +
energy storage

device

Hydraulic cylinder
assisted serial

mechanical leg +
energy storage

device

Hydraulic cylinder
assisted serial

mechanical leg +
energy storage

device

Saw blades cut
weeds

Crank-slider
mechanism +

electric chainsaw

Cam mechanism +
electric chainsaw

Rack and pinion
mechanism +

electric chainsaw

Slider hydraulic
cylinder + electric

chainsaw

Ball screw +
electric chainsaw

Crush soil Mechanical claw Cutting turntable +
crusher roller

Cutting turntable +
crusher roller

Cutting turntable +
crusher roller

Drum for raising
soil + gear for
breaking soil

Shovel soil Excavator arm +
mechanical claw Shovel Excavator arm +

mechanical claw Bucket -

Filter soil Filter mesh - Sieve bucket Filter mesh -

Convey soil Conveyor belt Excavator arm - Screw conveyor Excavator arm

Lift soil Fan -
Rotating soil

throwing
mechanism

Air compressor
Drum for raising

soil + plate for
raising soil

Use the method of ‘Entropy Weight Method-Grey Relational Analysis’ to evaluate
the five preliminary schemes. Combined with the needs of users and the development
strategies of technicians, five evaluation indicators were proposed: fire extinguishing
efficiency, economy, novelty, ease of manufacture, and space occupancy rate. Experts were
invited to score the five indicators (full score of 10 points, which are positive integers) to
obtain the score list, as shown in Table 25.

Table 25. Score list.

Fire Extinguishing
Efficiency Economy Novelty Ease of

Manufacturing
Space Occupancy

Rate

Scheme 1 7 5 7 6 7
Scheme 2 8 9 6 9 7
Scheme 3 6 7 8 8 7
Scheme 4 9 6 9 6 9
Scheme 5 5 8 5 7 7

Step 7: Program evaluation.
(1) Determine the weights.
The weights of the evaluation indicators were calculated according to the entropy

weight method. The specific calculation steps are as follows:
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1. Construct the evaluation index matrix. There are five evaluation indicators and five
evaluation objects in the evaluation system. The evaluation index matrix X is constructed
based on the score sheet.

X =


7 8 6 9 5
5 9 7 6 8
7 6 8 9 5
6 9 8 6 7
7 7 7 9 7


2. Calculate the weight pij of the j-th evaluation object under the i-th evaluation

indicator according to Equation (8) (i = 1,2,3,4,5; j = 1,2,3,4,5), forming the matrix P.

P =


0.2000 0.2286 0.1714 0.2571 0.1429
0.1429 0.2571 0.2000 0.1714 0.2286
0.2000 0.1714 0.2286 0.2571 0.1429
0.1667 0.2500 0.2222 0.1667 0.1944
0.1892 0.1892 0.1892 0.2432 0.1892


3. Calculate the entropy value of each indicator ei (i = 1,2,3,4,5) according to Equation (9),

and form the matrix E.

E =
[
0.9871 0.9871 0.9871 0.9919 0.9965

]
4. Calculate the information entropy redundancy di (i = 1,2,3,4,5) of each indicator

according to Equation (10), and calculate the weight ωi (i = 1,2,3,4,5) of each indicator
according to Equation (11) to form the matrix W.

W =
[
0.2565 0.2565 0.2565 0.1610 0.0695

]
(2) Evaluation of schemes.
1. Construct the initial decision matrix Y, which involves five evaluation indicators

and five evaluation objects.

Y =


7 5 7 6 7
8 9 6 9 7
6 7 8 8 7
9 6 9 6 9
5 8 5 7 7


2. Standardization of the data. Among these evaluation criteria, the largest data value

is considered the best, and y’ij was obtained according to Equation (13), which constitutes
the standardization matrix Y’, while yo’(j) was obtained according to Equation (15), yo’(1) =
yo’(2) = yo’(3) = yo’(4) = yo’(5) = 1.0000.

Y′ =


0.5000 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000 0.0000
0.7500 1.0000 0.2500 1.0000 0.0000
0.2500 0.5000 0.7500 0.6667 0.0000
1.0000 0.2500 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000
0.0000 0.7500 0.0000 0.3333 0.0000


3. Calculate the difference between each normalized term and its reference value and

build the difference matrix ∆.

∆ =


0.5000 1.0000 0.5000 1.0000 1.0000
0.2500 0.0000 0.7500 0.0000 1.0000
0.7500 0.5000 0.2500 0.3333 1.0000
0.0000 0.7500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1.0000 0.2500 1.0000 0.6667 1.0000
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4. Calculate the gray correlation coefficient roi(j) for each item to form the matrix R.

R =


0.5000 0.3333 0.5000 0.3333 0.0000
0.6667 1.0000 0.4000 1.0000 0.0000
0.4000 0.5000 0.6667 0.6000 0.0000
1.0000 0.4000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.3333 0.6667 0.3333 0.4286 0.0000


5. Calculate the gray correlation Γoi. The gray correlation values are shown in Table 26.

Table 26. Grey correlation degree value.

Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 5

Correlation
value 5 8 5 7 7

Therefore, scheme 4 has the largest grey correlation degree value, and scheme 4 is the
optimal scheme.

Step 8: Problem analysis and solution.
Improvements were made to the six-legged firefighting robot according to scheme 4,

as illustrated in Figure 19. The upper segments of the mechanical legs, akin to ‘thighs’ in hu-
man anatomy, employed tandem mechanical legs aided by hydraulics, with accumulators
featured in the hydraulic devices. The lower segments of the mechanical legs, comparable
to ‘calves’ remained unchanged, being driven by motors. The robot’s left and right ‘arms’
were replaced by mechanical legs. The hydraulic cylinders for the sliding platform and the
electric chainsaw were situated on the lower segments of the four mechanical legs that were
oriented toward the front and back, respectively. Furthermore, the electric chainsaw was
affixed to the sliding platform. The rotation of the chainsaw grinds down obstacles, while
the outward sliding of the hydraulic cylinder of the sliding platform enables the chainsaw
to cut through obstacles. Cutting turntables and soil-crushing rollers were installed on the
lower segments of the two middle mechanical legs, with the rotation of the cutting turntable
driving the soil-crushing rollers to break down the soil. In addition, a conveyor shovel with
a screen was incorporated. The conveyor shovel was placed on the upper segments of the
two middle mechanical legs, with a bucket hinged to the rear of the conveyor shovel for
shoveling soil. The conveyor shovel with the screen facilitates soil transport and filtering.
A screw conveyor was integrated into the body of the robot to transport soil, and an air
compressor, located above the screw conveyor, was used to elevate the soil.
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By further adjusting the structure of the robot, the initial product concept structure
was achieved, as depicted in Figure 20. The robot comprised a box, a six-legged walking
mechanism, two soil extraction mechanisms, two soil-lifting mechanisms, four obstacle-
clearing mechanisms, and four vertical moving support mechanisms.
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When building the conceptual structure, the obstacle-clearing mechanism was posi-
tioned at the lower segment of the mechanical leg to enhance the range of obstacle clearance,
but this interfered with the robot’s mobility. To solve this problem, the TRIZ theory was
applied to resolve the technical conflict. A solution was found: a platform flip hydraulic
cylinder was installed under the obstacle-clearing support platform, and a rotating platform
was set up between the sliding platform and the chainsaw motor, as shown in Figure 21.
After the obstacle was cleared, the hydraulic cylinder of the sliding platform contracted,
moving the sliding platform to its inner limit position. The rotating platform then pivoted,
causing the chainsaw motor and chainsaw to rotate 90◦ clockwise. Subsequently, the plat-
form flip hydraulic cylinder extended, causing the obstacle-clearing support platform to tilt
inward, thus retracting the obstacle-clearing mechanism. After incorporating the platform
flip hydraulic cylinder and the rotating platform, the final product concept structure was
obtained, i.e., a soil-lifting six-legged firefighting robot.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

Integrated innovation aids in enhancing an enterprise’s independent innovative ability,
helping it to hold a dominant position in the market. Multi-biological knowledge can spark
innovative thoughts among designers, providing them with fresh inspirations. The key to
realizing product-integrated innovation lies in how to generate integrated innovation ideas
based on multi-biological knowledge and how to construct product conceptual structures
through the transfer and integration of cross-domain biological knowledge. Based on the
BID process, this study explored the integrated innovation mechanism based on biological
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inspiration. It proposed a method of generating integrated innovation ideas based on
biological inspiration, as well as a method of establishing integrated innovation concept
structure based on biological feature mapping, ultimately presenting a process model
of product-integrated innovation design based on biological inspiration. This process
effectively guides designers in achieving integrated innovation through multi-biological
knowledge inspiration. The method proposed in this paper offers a novel approach to
industrial design.

The objective of industrial design is to enhance the quality, functionality, and usability
of products through creative and innovative design. It focuses on addressing potential
issues that products may encounter during practical use, thereby elevating user experience
and fulfilling their needs. Applying the bio-inspired integrated innovation design method
to industrial design introduces a distinctive avenue for tackling complex problems and
fostering innovative solutions. By integrating multi-biological features, designers can
conceive products with inherent high efficiency and quality, enabling these products
to adapt to various environments and enhance their versatility. Simultaneously, this
approach also introduces new perspectives for managing the product life cycle within
industrial design. With continuous advancements in biological sciences and engineering
technologies, the potential of this innovative approach will persistently expand, spanning
across various industries, thus presenting more opportunities and challenges to the field of
industrial design.

This study addressed existing product problems by analyzing the relationship between
root cause and problem performance. It identified problem functional elements based on
root cause analysis and obtained similar biological prototypes through function search and
similarity analysis. Borrowing from the biological coupling analysis method, biological
features with the highest advantageous performance impact value in each category were
selected and integrated with the product to solve the problem functional element. A
method of generating integrated innovation ideas based on biological inspiration was
proposed. This method provides the core idea for constructing an integrated innovation
conceptual structure. This study, approaches from the angles of biological effects, biological
behavior, and biological structure, obtaining principal solutions based on Eb-Et-Se mapping,
Bb-Be-Se mapping, and Sb-Se mapping. On this basis, it used a morphological matrix to
generate initial schemes, performed scheme evaluations to form conceptual structures, and
put forward a method of establishing integrated innovation concept structure based on
biological feature mapping. This method effectively guides designers in conceptual design
for integrated innovation ideas, forming conceptual structures. Lastly, in combination with
TRIZ theory, a process model of product-integrated innovation design based on biological
inspiration was established. Applying this process model to the innovative design of a
six-legged firefighting robot verified the feasibility of the proposed method.

The innovation points of the proposed approach mainly encompass two aspects. On
one hand, by discerning the similarities between biological functions and product functions,
biological prototypes were obtained. Drawing inspiration from the biological coupling
analysis approach, biological performance was analyzed. Multiple biological prototypes
that exhibited advantageous features while accomplishing identical or similar biological
functions were integrated, addressing individual problem functional elements. This con-
trasts with the conventional approach of utilizing a single biological prototype to solve
individual problem functional elements. On the other hand, by employing three map-
ping techniques, the principal solutions were extracted, allowing the transfer of biological
features into product design through concrete methods.

Despite the advantages of the new design approach, there are some limitations in
this study.

• This study established an attribute-based advantageous performance value judgement
index to evaluate the biological prototype, but the evaluation needs to rely on the
designer’s own experience, and there is a certain degree of subjectivity.
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• In the process of obtaining similar biological prototypes, only the Asknature biological
knowledge base was used as a search source, resulting in a single source of retrieval
and certain limitations.

• In the process of obtaining principal solutions based on Eb-Et-Se mapping, detailed
guidance on the process of mapping for inspiration is lacking.
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